
Optimize your organization

JUMPER STORAGE TOWER

Maintenance parts manage-
ment - BECTON DICKINSON 
Securing a volume of parts of 56.5m3 on 

only 13.8 m² on the ground.

Aim:  Optimization of the maintenance 

parts availability.

Stock reorganization - 
DAHER SOCATA
Reorganization of several warehouses allowing 

the management of 26.000 references.

Aim: Improved access time to maintenance 

parts. 

Simplified joint-stock company (French SAS) 

with a registered capital of 546 100 €

Meaux Trade and Companies Register 

(French RCS) 2008B02121

Intracommunity VAT number: 

FR 43 316 654 441

APE business identifier: 4666Z

SIRET number: 316 654 441 00096

ELECTROCLASS

12 avenue Gutenberg, 

PA Gustave Eiffel

77600 Bussy-Saint-Georges

t.  +331 80 66 99 90

f.   +331 64 76 63 72

info@electroclass.com

www.electroclass.com 

Contact us!

Dynamism, expertise, analysis, innovation  

IDF - Ouest / AP-HP / North of France / Benelux

Guillaume ZORZETTO: P. +0033.6.62.94.52.66 

Principality 
of Andorra

Paris 
Region 

Principality 
of Monaco

Luxembourg

Belgium

East Paris/ RATP / Centre France Region 

Michel GERBAUD: P. +0033.6.62.91.54.95   

Greater Western France Region 

Christophe DUBUISSON: P. +33.6.60.08.54.81 

Greater Eastern France Region- Frédéric DELAHAYE

P. +0033.6.09.59.58.88 

Greater South-Eastern France Region - Sylvain GAZEAU

P. +0033.6.60.08.54.96 

Greater South-Western France Region- 

Nam TRAN NGOC DAI 

P. +0033.06.60.08.59.72 

Bussy-Saint-Georges
Headquarters (R&D)

Carignan
Facilities (R&D)
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SECURE

your products and 
reduce picking errors

your storage space 
and increase your productivity

OPTIMIZE SIMPLIFY

your stock management
and avoid stockouts

Reduced material
losses

Badge and
passeword 

identification

Management 
interface possible 
with your ERP

Productivity 
gain 

Less 
picking errors 

Up to 90% 
less space
 occupied 

Over 99% 
availability
rate

Accident 
prevention 

Controlled environment
(humidity, temperature,

ISO norms and fire resistance)

Standard or custom
project-based 
solutions 

Order picking - 
MRC 
Managing customer orders for over 400 

stores in France.

Aim: To increase production and reduce 

picking errors.



A 100% TEMREX service team

 Industrial technology
double rack and pinion drive

 
No maintenance and adjustments, elimination of 
the risk of elongation or breakage, reduction in 
cycle times, stable assembly even in the event of a 
high speed stop (emergency stop) ...

GAMME JUMPER

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

60 60
From 300 to 360 From 500 to 560

3.5 to 11.5 3.5 to 11.5
OW + 461 OW + 461
635 / 825 635 / 825

3 X Depth. Drawer + 428 3 X Depth. Drawer +428

JUMPER 300 JUMPER 500

Yes Yes

Payload (kg)

Height (m)
Outer Widths (mm)

Depth Useful Drawers (mm)
External Depth (mm)

Computer Connection

Total load (t)

Lifting equipment 
passage

 Mechanically-welded drawers 
for distribution

non-homogeneous payloads

 rack and pinion drive.=
precision + safety + reliability
(rack guaranteed for 15 years

without manufacturing defects)

Double motorization 
 for 560 kg effective load

WMS software, tower and 
warehouse control

Light beams enabling the 
validation of reference 

sampling

Scale controlling the load on 
board the Jumper drawers. 
The weight is displayed on 

the touchscreen.

Clear, readable 5.7’ color 
touch screen

Area indicators to 
optimize picking

EU N°15095+A1 standard,
 class 4 safety light curtains

G-STOCK, published by TEMREX, is best-in-class WMS for 
managing your storers in a demand-responsive way as 
well as: 

› managing stock and spaces

› managing items, packaging types, etc.

› tracking all movements

› managing batches, expiry dates, serial numbers, secure    

   access, WiFi, etc. 

G-STOCK WMS SOFTWARE

› A national service network and a wide availability of parts to 
ensure a quick response time

› A hotline for remote diagnosis and problem solving in man  
cases

› Maintenance contracts adapted to ensure maximum availability

100% ELECTROCLASS solutions

Drawing on its experience and rigor, our team of 
designers today harmoniously combines technique 
and user-friendliness to offer you storage towers 
dedicated to enhancing your performance. 

Through this approach our high-availability, connec-
ted solutions improve the productivity of tomorrow’s 
industry.

Ventilation, temperature, 
fire protection

JUMPER storage towers are 
frequently equipped with venti-
lation systems (CMV), with 
systems for ensuring tempera-
ture and humidity remain 
constant as well as a cooling unit, 
etc.


